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ABSTRACT
Globally, priority areas for biodiversity are relatively well known, yet few detailed plans exist to
direct conservation action within them, despite urgent need. Madagascar, like other globally
recognized biodiversity hot spots, has complex spatial patterns of endemism that differ among
taxonomic groups, creating challenges for the selection of within-country priorities. We show, in an
analysis of wide taxonomic and geographic breadth and high spatial resolution, that multitaxonomic rather than single-taxon approaches are critical for identifying areas likely to promote
the persistence of most species. Our conservation prioritization, facilitated by newly available
techniques, identifies optimal expansion sites for the Madagascar government’s current goal of
tripling the land area under protection. Our findings further suggest that high-resolution multitaxonomic approaches to prioritization may be necessary to ensure protection for biodiversity in
other global hot spots.

INTRODUCTION
Approximately 50% of plant and 71 to 82% of vertebrate species are concentrated in biodiversity hot spots
covering only 2.3% of Earth’s land surface (1). These irreplaceable regions are thus among the highest global
priorities for terrestrial conservation; reasonable consensus exists on their importance among various global
prioritization schemes that identify areas of both high threat and unique biodiversity (2). The spatial patterns
of species richness, endemism, and rarity of different taxonomic groups within priority areas, however, rarely
align and are less well understood (3–6). Detailed analysis of these patterns is required to allocate
conservation resources most effectively (7, 8).
To date, only a few quantitative, high resolution, systematic assessments of conservation priorities have been
developed within these highly threatened and biodiverse regions (9, 10). This deficiency results from
multiple obstacles, including limited data or limited access to species distribution data, and computational
constraints on achieving high-resolution analyses over large geographic areas. We have been able to
overcome each of these obstacles for Madagascar, a global conservation priority (1, 2, 11). Like many other
regions (3–6), Madagascar has complex, often nonconcordant patterns of microendemism among taxa (12–
17), rendering the design of efficient protected-area networks particularly difficult (4, 6).We collated data for
endemic species in six major taxonomic groups [ants, butterflies, frogs, geckos, lemurs, and plants (Table
S1)], using recent robust techniques in species distribution modeling (18, 19) and conservation planning (20,
21) to produce the first quantitative conservation prioritization for a biodiversity hot spot with this
combination of taxonomic breadth (2315species), geographic extent (587,040 km2), and spatial resolution
(30–arc sec grid = ~0.86 km2).
Currently, an important opportunity exists to influence reserve network design in Madagascar. In 2003 at the
World’s Park Congress in Durban, South Africa, Madagascar’s President Marc Ravolamanana announced
the Government of Madagascar’s commitment to triple the protected areas network and thus to protect 10%
of the land surface area (the “Durban Vision” target (22). At the time of the announcement, 1.7 million ha, or
2.9% of the 733,643 grid cells in the study, were already protected. Subsequently, during the period 20022006, an additional 2.18 million hectares have been awarded temporary protection status, increasing the
landscape protected to 6.3%; these areas are now moving towards full protection. Mining and forestry
activities have been suspended in a further 4 million hectares to accommodate conservation planning
exercises that will identify the final 2.12 million hectares (3.74%), that will result in a total of 6 million
hectares, or 10% of the landscape being protected. Toward this goal, our high-resolution analysis prioritizes
areas by their estimated contribution to the persistence of these 2315 species and identifies regions that
optimally complement the existing reserve network in Madagascar.

METHODS
We input expert-validated range models for 829 species and point occurrence data for the remaining species
[those species with too few occurrences to model, which we call rare target species (RTS)] into a
prioritization algorithm, Zonation (20, 21), which generates a nested ranking of conservation priorities (23).
Species that experienced a large proportional loss of suitable habitat (range reduction) between the years
1950 and 2000 were given higher weightings [equation 2 of (23), (24)]. We evaluated all solutions [defined
here as the highest-ranked 10% of the landscape to match the target that Madagascar has set for conservation
(22)] in two ways: (i) percent of species entirely absent from the solution [“complete gaps” (11)] and (ii)
proportional representation of species.

RESULTS
Avoiding complete gaps for all species considered, or “minimal representation,” is a basic goal of
conservation prioritization (8) and can be accomplished in only 1020 grid squares (0.1% of the area of
Madagascar) in a multi-taxon analysis. The single-taxon solutions (Fig. S1), however, did a poor job of
minimally representing other species (Table 1) because of their low overlap (Fig. S2). In single-taxon
solutions, 25 to 50% of RTS species from other taxa were entirely omitted (Table 1A). Zero to 18% of

modeled species were omitted, depending on whether evaluation was based on actual occurrence points
(Table 1B) or distribution models (Table 1D). Overall, the use of any single-taxon solution would result in
16 to 39% of all species ending up as complete gaps (Table 1C, based on actual occurrence records).
Table 1. Surrogacy of higher taxa, comparing single- and multi-taxon solutions.
RTS = Rare Target Species; those species with too few (<8) records to model their distributions using Maxent.
Sections A, B, and C are based on occurrence data, and complete gaps are species with no points included in
the solution. The diagonals and the multi-taxon columns have no unrepresented species, demonstrating as
expected that Zonation includes all species considered within its solution.
For D, the gap analysis was performed with models rather than occurrence points.
n.a. = “not applicable” because all species are included in the solution by definition.
TAXON TARGETED BY ZONATION SOLUTION
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In addition to ensuring minimal representation, our goal is to maximize proportional representation (the
proportion of modeled range or occurrence points) of species, especially those most vulnerable to extinction,
in order to increase the probability of their persistence (11). In single taxon solutions, we found that species
from other taxa would often be represented at lower levels than the target taxon. Mean proportional
representation for modeled species outside of the taxon was lower by a factor of 1.2 to 1.5 relative to the
target taxon for all groups except plants (Fig. 1A), which include the most species and the smallest-ranged

species within this data set, making it comparatively difficult to protect large proportions of each species
even in the plant specific solution. Similarly, single-taxon solutions contained only 69 to 83%, on average, of
the occurrence points for included (species that are represented by at least one record) RTS outside the target
taxon, as compared to 100% of RTS records for species within the target taxon (Table 2E). Thus, any
conservation prioritization based on a single surrogate taxon would be of limited utility for identifying
conservation priorities across taxa in Madagascar.

Figure 1. Evaluating the top 10% of Zonation solutions for single- and multitaxon solutions.
A. The minimum, mean, and maximum proportion of the baseline (1950) range included for each taxonomic
group [red, ants (A); blue, butterflies (B); cyan, frogs (F); pink, geckos (G); brown, lemurs (L); green, plants
(P)] in its taxon-specific solution at 10% (Fig. S1, A to F), compared to the all other taxa (not including the
solution taxon) if this particular single-taxon solution were to be adopted (black). B. The minimum, mean, and
maximum proportion of the baseline range for each taxonomic group [colors and labels as in (A)] under its
own individual solution (maps in Fig. S1, A to F), compared to the values obtained for its taxonomic group
only under the multitaxon solution (black, map in Fig. 2A).

The ideal solution to the surrogacy problem is to include all species in a single analysis (Fig. 2A), thus
avoiding complete gaps (Table 1, last column) while optimizing proportional representation across all taxa.
Until now, because of computational constraints, such analyses have not been feasible for this spatial
resolution, geographic extent, and number of taxa. Figure S3A shows what can be achieved with the corearea Zonation method when used with weightings that account for historical range reductions. Without this
weighting scheme, two species with the same current range size could be included at identical proportional
representation, even though one had experienced a precipitous decline in range whereas the other had not.
This approach thus prioritizes two classes of vulnerability. Narrow-ranged species, which are vulnerable to
habitat loss coincident with their small ranges, are inherently prioritized by the Zonation algorithm [equation
S1 of (23)]. Species that have suffered extensive recent range reductions (red dots in Fig. S3) are additionally
prioritized by their weightings, and the proportion of their historical (baseline) range included is thus
increased.

Figure 2. Conservation priority zones in Madagascar. (A) Unconstrained multi-taxon solution, showing what
would have been selected based on these 2315 species if no areas were already protected. Colors indicate
priority level: The top ranked 2.9% priority areas are shaded yellow (equivalent to the area actually protected
by 2002), the next-ranked priorities to 6.3% are blue (equivalent to the area actually protected by 2006), and
the next ranked priorities to 10% (equivalent to the conservation target) are red. (B) Constrained multi-taxon
solution, expanding (red) from existing parks in 2006 (yellow + blue = 6.3% of area) to 10% protection. The
red areas are thus those that our analysis selects as the most important areas to consider for expansion of the
current reserve network.

Covering all six taxonomic groups simultaneously necessarily invokes tradeoffs, decreasing, for example, the
proportions of species distributions represented in each taxon significantly relative to its own single-taxon
solution (Fig. 1B, –0.04 ± 0.002 SE, paired Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, P < 0.0001). To assess this tradeoff,
we calculated a potential extinction risk for modeled species based on future distributional loss under the
single- and multi-taxon solutions, assuming loss of all habitat outside of prioritized areas and an aggregate
species-area response (24). The increase in potential extinction risk for each taxonomic group incurred under
the multi-taxon solution relative to its own (fig. S4) constitutes the cost of including hundreds of species in
the protected-area network that would otherwise be omitted (Table 1C).
We compared our multi-taxon solution (Fig. 2A) against the actual parks selected during the recent
protected-area expansion phase of 2002–2006 that has increased the total reserve coverage from 2.9 to 6.3%
of Madagascar (Fig. 2B). The mean proportion of modeled species distributions included in the multi-taxon

solution (using the top 6.3% prioritized to compare with the area protected by 2006) was not significantly
higher than in the actual selections (+0.004 ± 0.002 SE, paired test, NS), as is expected because of tradeoffs
among species (that is, given the fixed area of 6.3%, some species increased in representation when the
optimized solution was compared to the actual solution, whereas others necessarily decreased, resulting in no
mean change). The multi-taxon solution, however, included all species, whereas the actual selections entirely
omitted 28% of species (based on actual occurrence points, fig. S5). In addition, proportions included for the
species with narrowest ranges or largest scores for the proportional range-reduction index were significantly
larger in the multi-taxon solution (at 6.3% of area) as compared to the actual selection [KolmogorovSmirnov two-sample test, first (smallest) quartile of range size,D= 0.28, n = 207 species, P < 0.001; fourth
(largest) quartile of proportional range-reduction index, D = 0.149, n = 207 species, P = 0.001].
Finally, because we are operating in a real world conservation context and many protected areas have already
been established in Madagascar, we developed a realistic Zonation solution, optimized to expand on existing
protected areas (6.3%) by adding an additional 3.7% of area (Fig. 2B, constrained solution). Like the
unconstrained solution (Fig. 2A and Table 1), this solution (Fig. 2B) omits no species. The proposed
expansion achieves relatively large increases in mean proportional representation (+0.05 ±0.001 SE of
modeled species’ distributions and +58.8 ±1.1% SE of RTS’ occurrences). Most important, it realizes gains
among the most vulnerable species, because of both the algorithm (20, 21) and the weighting system used.
Among modeled species, those that have already lost much of their range (Fig. 3, A to C; red indicates the
highest quartile of proportional range-reduction index) or are currently narrow-ranged (Fig. 3, D to F; red
indicates the smallest quartile of range) increase most in proportional representation when moving from
current parks (Fig. 3, B and E) to the constrained optimized solution (Fig. 3, C and F). For RTS species,
expansion from current parks to the optimized solution would increase mean proportional representation to
99.9 ± 0.1% SE of occurrences from 0% for gap species (39% of all RTS, Fig. S5) or 67.8 ± 1.9% SE for
included species (Fig. S6). Thus, although the protected areas selected to date have captured a relatively high
proportion of Madagascar’s species (~70% of species considered here, fig. S5), careful selection of the
remaining 3.7% of area (as in the plan proposed in Fig. 2B) can produce further substantial conservation
gains, both by including many more species and by increasing the proportional representation of the most
vulnerable ones.

Figure 3. Proportions of baseline (1950) species ranges (modeled) included at different phases of park
expansion, as frequency histograms. (A to C) Within each histogram, species are coded by their proportional
range-reduction index (weights used in Zonation), binned by quartiles, with the fourth quartile (red)
representing the largest reductions. (D to F) Within each histogram, species are coded by their current range
size, binned by quartiles, with the first quartile (red) representing the smallest-ranged species.[(A) and (D)]
Protected areas designated by the year 2002, equaling 2.3% of the landscape (shaded yellow in Fig. 2B). [(B)
and (E)] Protected areas designated by the year 2006, 6.3% of the landscape (shaded yellow and blue in Fig.
2B). [(C) and (F)] Constrained optimized expansion to 10% of the landscape (shaded yellow, blue, and red in
Fig. 2B).

DISCUSSION
Our analysis provides fresh insights into conservation needs for Madagascar, identifying, for example,
several regions within the central plateau massifs and littoral forests as priorities (Fig. 2): areas with
relatively low forest cover but considerable endemism that have been historically neglected in favor of
protecting large forest blocks. Although our national-scale analysis identifies important biodiversity
priorities at high resolution, precise delineation of protected areas requires taking socioeconomic factors into
account (25).Within these priority areas, those that are most vulnerable to habitat destruction or are most
highly ranked (Fig. S7) should receive immediate attention (26). Although conservation areas must be
identified by the end of 2008, final refinement and legal designation will not be completed until 2012. Thus,
time is available for implementation of an iterative process (8): rerunning this analysis to select optimal
replacement sites each time areas within the solution are definitively rejected or destroyed, or alternate areas
are definitively selected. Such updates could incorporate other taxonomic groups, new species records, and
changing species designations (27). Our results suggest that conducting comparable analyses for other
globally biodiverse areas is not only feasible but necessary, because of the inadequacy of single-taxon
analyses to identify cross-taxon priorities and the need to develop high-resolution priorities within hot spots.
As conservation targets are approached, optimization techniques become particularly critical to guide the
final, toughest choices, so as to increase both the future representation of species in reserves and the
probability that populations of these species will persist.
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